Toward banking reform

BY ELGIN GROSECLOSE, '20

Norman, March 9, 1933

EVENTS of the past five days have rudely awakened the American people to the grave weaknesses of our banking system, and made them realize that our economic system is no stronger than its weakest link. By the time this appears in print steps will have been taken to cope with the immediate situation; but before banking will again command universal confidence, measures of a more fundamental nature will be necessary. The collapse of our banking system was not the result of immediate causes—it may have been precipitated, like the World War, by obscure incidents, or by temporary forces of panic psychology—but was the result of deep rooted evils of long growth. Any program that may be proposed will be lacking validity that does not view the problem from the heights of historical perspective.

We as a people live under a money economy unexampled in history. From a self-sufficient pioneer people, making with our hands most of the articles of daily use, with an economy so simple that wampum and tobacco could serve as media of exchange, we have become so dependent upon money to support our ordinary transactions that within twenty four hours after the closing of the banks millions go hungry for want of a nickel to buy a loaf of bread.

There is nothing wrong in principle in a money economy—it represents, without doubt, a high state of civilization—but it is a complex system and requires, in the aggregate, a very stable machinery to administer it. It requires, essentially a great vitality and impermeability in our money mechanism.

The paradox is that among a people that has increasingly relied upon money to facilitate its commercial exchanges, the monetary mechanism has been progressively weakened and deteriorated, until it has no longer been able to withstand the strain.

This weakening began with the great westward expansion of the seventies, when producers both agricultural and industrial, anxious to obtain tools and implements, or anxious to obtain better prices for their products, raised the cry for cheaper money. This cry crystallized into a demand for the free coinage of silver. At that time the principal function of banks was the issuance of notes rather than the receiving of deposits, and payments were generally made by cash rather than by check.

The demand for the free coinage of silver was successfully resisted and the issue definitely settled in the campaign of 1896. It is still argued whether the issue failed because of popular conviction on its merits, or because of a pre-election rise in the price of wheat. It did not matter, for a new instrumentality of payment was being introduced that supplied the people with more purchasing power than had all the silver won from the mines been coined into dollars.

This instrumentality was the bank check, or bank credit, and in a few years for the cry of “cheap money” had been substituted that of “easy credit.”

In “deposit credit” was an instrument for the creation of purchasing power comparatively unlimited. To issue bank notes a national bank had to have government bonds to an equivalent value deposited in the federal treasury; but a deposit credit could be created with only a cash reserve of 25 per cent. With growing familiarity with checks, these instrumenta became the equivalent of cash, and the money fund of the United States might be said to be represented by the money stock in circulation plus the total of demand deposits. While the money stock increased but moderately through the years, deposit credit grew like a mushroom—expanding eleven times in the thirty years 1870-1900, and by seven in the thirty years 1900-1930. This was a far greater expansion than the industrial or agricultural growth of the country.

With the enactment of the Federal Reserve System the reserve requirements for national banks was reduced from 25 per cent (15 per cent for country banks) to 18 per cent, 15 per cent and 12 per cent, according to the classification of the bank; and in 1917 the requirements were still further reduced to 13 per cent, 10 per cent and 7 per cent. To the dilution permitted by lower reserve requirements was added that derived from a wholesale re-

classification of demand deposits into time deposits (on which the reserve requirement is only 3 per cent). Between 1914 and 1931 proportionate reserves had declined 34 per cent, while deposits increased 300 per cent; by 1930 we had arrived at a total of $32,000,000,000 net deposits in member banks supported by reserves of vault cash and Federal Reserve funds of only $2,900,000,000, or 9 per cent.

We have, in fact, been going through an inflation in our monetary mechanism comparable in character, if not in degree, to that which occurred in Europe after the World War. The difference between American and European inflation is that European currency was based upon government credit, the American currency based upon private credit. In place of legal tender currency supported by gold and United States Government bonds, or deposit currency based upon substantial cash reserves, we had reached the point where our economic structure was maintained by a deposit currency supported almost wholly by individual credit instruments, and much of these of doubtful quality.

The amount of credit made available by the reduction in reserve requirements could not be properly absorbed in commercial transactions, for our industrial growth had been at a slower rate. Easy credit makes judgment dear, and banking judgment, with such tremendous lending power at its command, lost its powers of discrimination. This was complicated by the wholesale disturbances of our currency—particularly land and securities—resulting from the trading activity engendered by easy credit.

Instead of hard cash and sound commercial instruments behind deposits, bank portfolios were loaded with doubtful paper of concerns riding the waves of boom times, with real estate mortgages, installment paper and bonds of uncertain character.

The first question that must be answered in any long range planning is whether our system of payments built upon private credit is fundamentally sound. Universal experience has come to condemn money backed only by government credit—such as greenbacks, irredeemable francs and marks currency. Must we come to a similar conclusion as to our system based upon private commercial credit?

One great evil which has been made grimly apparent is that a money system built upon confidence is built upon sand. The sands run out and the foundation sinks, toppling our whole economic structure like an Egyptian monolith. In a world in which our whole system for supplying human wants is based upon the smooth functioning of money, should we trust the strength of our money to the vagaries of public confidence? Confidence (TURN TO PAGE 207, PLEASE)
Jazzbo, which was not so bad himself fer a quarter. When I come up Jim was a-waitin' with the pack at his heels.

"When we got to the hills the sun was just comin' up and what should we see—a-standin' there on the hill but Ole Bob. We stopped, and Jim said kinda like he was a-sayin' for the first time: 'Ole Bob.' We set there on our hosses and watched the old fella for some minutes while the dogs was a-pawin' their respects to the carcass of a old dead steer. He stood there and looked at us in the same old way of his. We was both a-wonderin' the same old thing; whether them ears was cropped and whether that tail was bopped and what made him so big. I guess he was thinkin' 'well there's them fool men agin that thinks they got some runnin' dogs—I was just needin' a little exercise for my digestion anyway.'

"Jim looked over at me and said: 'No use a-gettin' the dogs tar'd out on that—.' I said, 'No I rekon not.' Then ole Spot smelled him—the wind was favorin' us. It was the same story. He just wait till the dogs got mighty nigh on him then he started and run off, the dogs a-sayin' 'at his rear, it seemed like. Jist as we had done a hundred times we loped to the top of the hill and aimed to set and wait for the dogs to come a-pawin' back. But when we got there we didn't see him. We looked around. There was a old corn field at the foot of the hill, which had belonged to a farm that had been 'thrown out,' and there was the pack runnin' down the middle of it, and Ole Bob about forty yards ahead of 'em.

"The field was about a quarter of a mile across, and at the other side was a ditch about five feet deep and about ten wide. We stopped, cause we knew he aimed to pull a fast one. He would make the ditch and then run along it and come out way down at the end, and the dogs goin' as fast as they was, and running by sight, would pile up in the ditch and when they got untangled would run straight ahead, while Ole Bob would climb back out way down the ditch and trot off about his business. He aimed to pull a shananigan—didn't feel like playin' this mornin'.

"But right here's where that Fate yu read about comes in. The little trick worked. Purty soon we seen Ole Bob climb out of the ditch way down the ravine and stand there, with his tongue out and lookin' back. With his tongue out a way he looked like he was a-laffin'.

"We wondered where the dogs was—but guessed they was kinda gettin' unscrambled in the bottom of the ditch, when that Fate come in. She musta bin a-straddle of the onerest dog in the outfit; a big Scotch deer hound, ole Snow, which was white pure, and had never ketch nothin' more than beef scraps at butcherin' time. He was fast as hell, and would run a jackrabbit clean out of the country, but he always laid back when the pack run ole sheep; but savage as hell at the kill, and growled like he was mean.

"Imagine our surprise when somethin' white commin' in on top of Ole Bob. We figured afterwards that Ole Snow was on him before he knewed it and Snow bein' so snappin' at his rear, it seemed like a 'possum that is cornered. Well, him and Ole Bob mixed it. Ole Snow was big and strong, and he could fairly fight when he had to, or when he was scared like he was now.

"We poured in the steel and got to the fight about the same time as the rest of the pack. Now, I've seen some fights in my time, but I never seen one like that. Ole Bob put up. Yu know when a pack hits a coyote, he goes down and up again two or three time before he is finely kilt. But not Ole Bob; he wasn't down once, but ever dog in the pack was down more than once. Well we had to help the dogs kill him. I believe he would have whipped that whole pack, and Jim thinks so too.

"Finely he was stretched out there in the last grass, and the dogs was a-layin' around lickin' their wounds, and me and Jim was blowin' too. My pants was ripped down the leg, and Jim's hand was cut.

"'We threw him on the saddle and started him on no more runs that day, and as it turned out no more runs for several months cause ever dog in the pack was cut up pretty severe, and we had to go back after ole Dan and Socks in the waggon—they jist couldn't make it.'

"As we rode along slow so the limpin' dogs could keep up we wondered why ole Snow had run down the ditch, and we come to the conclusion that they musta bin a rabbit got up just as the dogs pulled in, and ole Snow perferred rabbit to coyon—they jist couldn't make it.

"'As we rode along slow so the limpin' dogs could keep up we wondered why ole Snow had run down the ditch, and we come to the conclusion that they musta bin a rabbit got up just as the dogs pulled in, and ole Snow perferred rabbit to coyon—they jist couldn't make it.'
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is something that exists within the secret chambers of the individual; it is amenable to no law; it accepts no regulation. Like the gourd of Jonah, it covers us with its shadow, and by night it is withered by a worm.

Would we not, therefore, strengthen our whole economic structure by abandoning credit money and returning pretty much to a hard money basis, much as in Europe where payments by check are practically unknown? You see how easily he was still kinda a-Kingin' it over them hills—shore wish we hadn't ketched him.' Then after a brief pause: 'Shore'n hell do.'
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supported in time of stress by the currency existing or creatable by the Federal Reserve mechanism, and to this extent confirms the views held by Senator Thom- as.

In the long range planning that must follow these emergency measures, it would seem that the following must be taken into consideration:

1. Return to the higher reserve ratios prevailing prior to the Federal Reserve System, in order to restrain the speculative credit excesses such as that through which we have passed, and to prevent a recurrence of deposit currency inflation.

2. Since assets other than cash are wasting assets; i.e., subject to loss, the “cushion” of bank capital should be strengthened by minimum capital re- quirements in relation to deposits. Banks may be closed through inability suddenly to convert sound assets into cash, but banks become insolvent through wasting assets until there is no margin of reserve behind deposits. It is in this latter class of cases that the immense losses to de-positors have occurred.

3. Unification of state and national banks under a single system. There can be no effective credit control under 49 separate banking systems.

4. Modification of Federal Reserve theory to permit wide discretion to Fed-eral Reserve banks in the kind of paper they may discount, in order that the full power of the system may be thrown behind solvent institutions. At the same time give them greater discretionary power as to the amount of discounting they shall do for member banks. This would enable the System to exercise a closer control over the use of credit by preventing banks in commercial centers from overextending merely because they possessed large quantities of the narrow classification of paper at present eligible, and allow banks in other communities to receive Federal Re-serve aid when needed.

5. Fuller bank statements, at least as full as are now obtainable from Canadian banks, should be required. Secrecy breeds distrust and encourages lax banking; complete frankness engenders confidence. While it is impossible to give a complete picture of a bank’s condition in a state-ment, yet statements can be drawn that will give to the intelligent person a fairly representative picture. The chief effect will be its influence upon bank management.
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